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Thank you for your participation.





After viewing the results:



As a department, what do you feel is our most important strength we shouldn’t lose sight of?



Our strength is our teamwork and that regardless of what is on our desk we jump in to help one another when something else is more pressing or when someone needs help/explanation.



We should also be extremely proud of the quality of customer service that we provide to patients, donors, and other institution staff. We do a very good job explaining, pointing out where the information is, and instructing rather than just solving the matter. Sure we could sent them the form/the letter/etc. but in doing so they will just come back to us next time rather than having the ownership of knowing where the information lives and going to get it itself. 



As a department we also are very good at displaying grace under pressure. We remain calm and take care of things. This attitude makes for a wonderful work environment during the calm times too as everyone just gets to it.



As a department, what’s our biggest opportunity to tackle?



One area I think we have an opportunity to address is the balance of burden between non-exempt and exempt employees. Don’t get me wrong, I LOVE my work-life balance, however, I sometimes feel my balance is at the detriment of other employees. Some employees have to work unrealistic hours because of constant meetings and interruptions during the work day. They can’t complete all their tasks except when everyone else in the institution is gone. I think as a department we need to be extremely mindful of potential burnout and frustration.



What should we start doing to improve?



We should focus on goal setting in light of the change to the performance review process. This may help us with greater efficiency and/or streamlining some of our common, daily tasks. 



Provide opportunities to provide a forum for individuals vocalize if certain procedures are necessary. At times it can feel like the department is hesitant to change procedures. For example, we rely pretty heavily on paper copies and duplication.



What should we continue doing to improve?



We should continue to point others in the right direction rather than “solve” the situation. Hopefully in this way, we can help other departments achieve their highest standard. Side benefit, we may not get the same questions again and again. 



We should continue to speak to each other when describing tasks/assignments/etc. I think some departments, often due to necessity, rely heavily on email to communicate department matters. But we have the luxury to speak to one another face to face since we are so small. This is a great asset and contributes greatly to our team attitude. We should do all we can to continue to foster this relationship.



We should also continue with the prompt feedback. Knowing you did a good job is very reassuring when you feel like a different task is potentially very difficult. Rarely does someone have to wait long to hear if they tackled a project/task well, or if they need to pay more attention when completing a different task.
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What should we stop doing to improve?



I cannot think of anything per se that we are doing which impedes improvement. 



What should we prioritize for focus in the next few weeks?



I think we need to prioritize the work-life balance. Hopefully this will improve as we have had a lot of new staff come onboard. So perhaps as well as gain experience and grow more confident, the interruptions can diminish. Nonetheless, I think this bears some reflection and addressing. This includes burdens put on our department from other departments.



What is one commitment we all will make when we walk out the door?



To know that I have given my all to ensure that each task has been completed to my fullest ability. 



How will we know if we are successful?



We will be successful if some employees feel less of an obligation to consistently, and significantly exceed the duration of a standard work week or feel that they are unable to leave the office for vacation/sick leave. 
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